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Visibility and transparency over tax
Encompass

With organisations under increased pressure

with regulatory and compliance requirements

becoming ever more complex, it is essential that

organisational processes become more transparent

and effective.

How do you monitor what needs to be done and

when it needs to be completed? How do you keep

track of who is responsible / accountable for each

piece of the jigsaw?

How can PwC help you?

Encompass is the stand alone technology solution

from PwC for monitoring, tracking and controlling your

processes. Providing accuracy and visibility is an

essential element for senior executives. Encompass

can be applied to any process within your organisation

and can be used as a way to oversee multiple activities

that could have global reach.

Whether applying to corporate tax, GST, transfer pricing

or any organisational processes, Encompass can improve

efficiencies and provide visibility and access to reporting

information. Encompass provides the mechanism for

analysis efficiency and to track your key performance

indicators over time. Encompass has been designed with

ease of use in mind; business technology solutions fail

where they are over engineered and complex to use.

Encompass is easy to implement and capable of adapting

to your needs as they change. Enabling real-time updates

and ensuring collaboration is uncomplicated. At a time

when tax professionals are finding themselves caught up

with clerical processes and facing increasing regulatory

burden, this tool enables a more focused, streamlined

approach to risk management, providing valuable

information and offering business intelligence.
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The key features and benefits of Encompass are :

 Ease of use - Designed around the needs of all users

 The ability to track and monitor any process

 Providing visibility and control across your entire

operation for the processes you want to track

 Providing a workflow and document repository as

standard

 Automated notifications and alerts, configured to

your needs

 Powerful, flexible reporting

 Risk tracking and control

 Fully web based - No additional software or hardware

required

 Administration controlled by you

This solution is one of the many services

available from our Tax Function Effectiveness group.

The team specialise in assisting companies improve

their corporate and indirect tax management,

processes and effectiveness by providing insight

on achieving greater accuracy and control, whilst

improving efficiencies. The network operates globally

and can help with function effectiveness, tax

accounting and global compliance issues. For further

information on Encompass or managing your tax

function, please speak to your usual PwC advisor,

or one of the team below:

Yvonne Goh +65 6236 3605

chee.huay.goh@sg.pwc.com

Jazlyn Tan +65 6236 3807

jazlyn.tan@sg.pwc.com

Brett Luckman +61 (3) 8603 5731

brett.a.luckman@au.pwc.com


